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proposed tax increase, will help
alleviate any large tuition
increases.

by Leslie Dame
"We all have to work together,"
according to the recently-elected
Chancellor of the State University
System, Jon Wefald.

In response to the rumored move
of the WSU campus to Rochester,
the Chancellor said that nobody is
talking about a move except a very
few people in Winona. He added
that Winona State is a much too
important university with a long
history. "Winona State has a great
future and will be here for years
and years to come," he said.

Wefald was in Winona last week,
meeting with the administration,
faculty and students of Winona
State, area legislators, and the
Boards of Directors for the WSU
Foundations, Alumni Society and
Warrior Club.

In the future, Wefald would like
to see greater local autonomy in
the university system.

Various subjects were covered
regarding the future of WSU.

"If the faculty focuses on serving
the students, I see the conflict
disappearing over the next six to

C AS EYW. LA KE

The subject that seemed to
attract the most amount of interest
dealt with the conflicts between
the faculty and administration that
have been plaguing the university.
Wefald compared the university
to a triangle. The students are the
base and the faculty and
administration represent the two
sides. Wefald said all of these
groups must work as a team in
order to succeed, that students
play a vital role, and the number
one priority of the administration
and faculty is to serve the
students.

Dr. Jon Wefald, chancellor of the State University System, met, joked and discussed student and
university problems with students representing various groups during his two day visit to Winona last
Wednesday and Thursday.

nine months," he said. "Put the
students first and other problems
will begin to recede."
Tuition has increased 44 percent
since 1980, and, according to
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Wefald, it will probably continue to
rise, though not dramatically.
There is a reserve fund of $11.5
million that will be returned to the
state. This reserve, along with the

The present search for a new
WSU president illustrates this
decentralization of decision
making. It is people in Winona, not
St. Paul, that are choosing the
candidates for the presidency.
Wefald, previously the president
of Southwest State University, has
been chancellor for approximately
seven weeks, and is paying visits to
each of the universities in the
Minnesota state system.
The chancellor's main objective
for these visits is to meet and listen
to the students, faculty, and
administration in order to better
understand their needs.

Presidency search slated for Winona State
by Carolyn M. Goetzinger
In an unanimous decision Nov.
16, the State University Board
ruled that President Robert
Hanson's term will end April 8,
1983, unless he is able to resume
his presidential responsibilities by
that time.
The board also moved to retain
Helen Popovich as acting
president, despite requests by the
faculty and student associations to
have an interim president
appointed during the search
period.
suffered a brain
Hanson
aneurism Dec. 17, 1981, and has
been unable to perform his
presidential duties since. Popovich
was named acting president the
following day by former Chancellor
Garry Hays.
Student Senate Vice President
Rita Lewis, speaking before the
board, said mounting tension
between the faculty and
administration has "eroded the
base of the support system that the
students of Winona State need to
get a good, quality education."

11.1

"That cannot continue to take
place," she said. According to her,
Student Senate proposes that,
"The State University Board
provide some means for reducing
the tension between Winona State
University faculty and
administration."
Lewis said the Senate also
suggest that the board begin an
immediate search for a new
president, as well as select an
interim president.
Rod Henry, president of the
Winona State Faculty Association,
also encouraged the board to
choose an interim president,
saying that, "Hopefully the
Chancellor's recommendation and
the State University Board's
appointment would result in the
naming of a person able to bring
about a sense of calm and stability
for the critical period of a
presidential search."
Board President Rod Searle
denied the requests, saying the
board had made a commitment to
Popovich last December, and that
she will remain acting president
until a permanent president is

chosen."
Vice Chancellor for Academic
Affairs Sheila Kaplan reported to
the board that though Hanson has
made a remarkable recovery, in
the views of physicians, he is
unable to carry out the
responsibilities and functions of a
university president, at the
present time.

Kaplan, "Dr. Hanson's employment
by the State University System
will cease, and he will considered
to have resigned voluntarily."
Hanson has three alternatives
available to him. He may take an
extended leave of absense without
pay, a general leave of absence
without pay or a disability
retirement.

Hanson's sick and annual leave
and vacation time expires April
8, 1983. If he is able to assume his
duties and be reinstated before
that time, the search would be
cancelled.

Kaplan was directed by the
board to meet with the students,
faculty and staff of WSU and with
local community leaders to develop
a search procedure for the new
president.

If he is unable to return to his
post by then, in the opinion of
Assistant Attorney General
Michael Bradley, as quoted by

(Ed. Note: Casey W. Lake
compiled information for this
story.)
President Robert Hanson
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WSU nursing students rally
to support striking nurses
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by Carolyn M. Goetzinger

Between 90 and 100 Winona
State nursing students marched
and rallied in a show of support for
the striking Community Memorial
Hospital nurses Nov. 22.
Junior nursing student Pat
Giguere, who helped organize the
event, said the idea for a
candlelight/flashlight march
developed as "kind of a symbolic
thing for support."
The march started at the Lake
Park Lodge and concluded outside
the hospital. There the marchers

assembled for a rally with some of
the 129 registered nurses who have
been on strike since Nov. 11.
Salary increases, off-shift pay
differentials, on-call pay and
holiday and vacation benefits are
reportedly some of the issues in
strike negotiations.
"It's a very moving experience
to feel that kind of support from
future professionals," Linda
Rannenberg, spokesperson for the
striking R.N.s, said of the student
marchers. "It made us aware that
they understand what we're
trying to do in terms of their

careers and salaries."
"I'm here (at the rally) because
I'm supporting the nurses, and
because I'm a future nurse," said
senior nursing student Nancy
Green. "This (the nurses' strike
and demands) will help us with our
future wages and salaries."
Another senior nursing student,
John Waller, said he participated
in the march and rally to "show the
community that there is more to
the nursing strike and the issue
that nurses are just supposed to
care for their patients. They do
care, that's why they are on
strike."

Editor-in-residency opens
with Detroit News' Vesely
by Jeff Peterson

The making of a Pulitzer Prize
has been the theme for assistant
managing editor of The Detroit
News editor during his four day
editor-in-residency at Winona
State this week.

-frr.

• .

LOOKING FOR A ROOMMATE?

James Vesely, was invited to
WSU to share his knowledge and
experience about the making of a
Pultizer through public and class
lectures, according to Gary
MacDonald of the Mass
Communications department.

Looking for that certain pet that will share
your house or dorm but won't eat you out of
it? Want a pet that gives loads of pleasure,
takes a minimum of care and can be left
alone on weekends? Stop and look over the
pets at Pet Parade in Winona. We've got the
pet for you and the supplies and equipment
to keep your pet healthy and happy.

The Detroit News won the 1982
Pulitzer Prize for clearing up
scandalous conduct in the Navy's
correctional procedures. The
News' investigation started as a
small news story of a peacetime
death of a Michigan sailor.

"YOU'VE GOT A
FRIEND" AT . . .

Vesely also spoke about a profile
the News wrote on General
Motors, and discussed the impact
of the morning/afternoon format

,

40

"Department Store For Pets"

159 EAST THIRD )OWNTOWN

L.

battle that many two-newspaper
cities are waging.
Not only did Vesely share his
experiences with WSU, but WSU
also shared some of its knowledge
with Vesely.
According to MacDonald, Vesely
has a deep interest in the
Mississippi River, and through the
help of our geology, biology, and
English departments, he hoped to
learn more about the river.

Vivian, Mass Communication
department chairperson, contacted
the Bush Foundation, who cosponsored the program with the
American Society of Newspaper
Editors and the Newspaper Fund.

Plans are being made to invite
two other distinguished editors to
visit WSU during spring as editorsin-residence; one from a
Philadelphia paper, and the other
from Milwaukee.

Another aspect of this program
allows three WSU instructors to
visit other newspapers. Dr. Sandra
Bennett, of the English and Mass
Communication departments,
visited the Oakland Tribune during
fall quarter break. MacDonald
plans to visit a Philadelphia and
Milwaukee newspaper, while
Vivian is planning to visit a New
Mexico paper. Both of these latter
trips are scheduled for spring.

"It's tough to get people to agree
to come," says MacDonald,
admitting that he had help in the
planning. "John Vivian wrote the
grant, while I found editors to
come here."

The hope for these visits, says
MacDonald, is to provide WSU
instructors with a better
understanding of the newspapers
and their new advances, and to
pass this insight on to the students.

Come join the fun at Somsen Hall. On Dec. 10. Up & Co. will be
presenting the film the "Warriors" at 6 and 9 p.m.
Admission free with ID
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IFO presents complaints
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Dr. Helen Popovich

Dr. Jon Wefald

Dr. Rod Henry

by Jim Riccioli

program for students in Rochester,
and that the faculty didn't present
a formal grievance because it
didn't want to give Rochester the
impression that it opposed serving
that city.

to work in the best interests of
WSU. "That's my job," she stated.
Wefald was openly optimistic
that the current problems would be
solved. As he talked with faculty
members during his visit, he
suggested that in a year this would
all be forgotten.
He agreed that a new permanent
president would probably help in
working relations at WSU. If
everything goes according to the
official timetable set-up by the
SUB, a new president could be
selected by May, 1983.

Both sides agree that Winona
State's ongoing labor-management
dispute has presented a negative
atmosphere in the community,
according to statements made by
Winona Inter Faculty Organization
President Rod Henry and Acting
President Helen Popovich.
The comments came following a
visit by Chancellor Jon Wefald to
the campus on Dec. 2, when he
heard faculty complaints
concerning the acting
administration.
"We have generated a lot of
negative publicity which hasn't
helped us," Popovich said. "I hope
students can continue to see the
strengths of the university despite
this."
Wefald agreed, stating that both
sides "have to start working
together to find solutions."
Among the biggest problems
experienced have been poor
communication between Popovich
and the faculty, according to a 13page report which the faculty tried
to present before the State
University Board on Nov. 16. The
report contained specific charges
made against the acting
administration, and was originally
intended to be used to persuade
the board to replace Popovich with
an interim president as the search
for a new permanent president was
under way.
However, the SUB did not
permit the presentation of the
report, and informed the IFO that
they would have to go through the
proper channels to air their
accusations.
Also, the SUB cited an
agreement made with Popovich on
Dec. 18, 1981 (the day after
President Robert Hanson suffered
a stroke prompting an emergency
meeting where Popovich was
appointed acting president) as the
reason why they would not meet
the IFO's request of placing an
interim president in office.
In various sections of the report,
the IFO accused the administration
of not following "agreed upon
procedures," and of not seeking
faculty input where it was needed.
the
accused
it
Also,
administration of violating the
intent of the "Master Contract"
which provides for meet and
confer, a process where the faculty
is involved in establishing
programs.
The IFO claimed that the acting
administration solely formed a day

In the report, the organization
stated that "on numerous
occasions the acting administration
has demonstrated an unwillingness
to meet and confer in good faith by
providing information only after
persistent requests from the
faculty, and in many cases
providing the information after the
decisions had been made."
communicative
Besides
problems, the report charged that
the administration has been
involved in abuse of power more
than once.

167 Johnson
Winona

162 Johnson
WINONA

Thurs. Dec. 9 PEARL
Fri.
PEARL
Sat.
PEARL
SUN.
VIKINGS ON
OUR BIG
SCREEN TV
Mon.
MEN'S NITE
Tues. - LADIES' NITE

"We're going to turn these
problems around," he said. "WSU
is going to be even better than it
was in the future."

Happy Hour 5.7 p.m., 7 Days A Week
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416 East Second Street - Winona

SAVE 50%

According to Henry, the IFO
sought to have Popovich removed
to improve the chances of solving
the labor-management problem,
but that fell through when their
request was denied.
In addition, SUB President Rod
Searle told Henry at the Nov. 16
meeting that if he had any
complaints, he would have to go
through the proper channels (i.e.,
through meet and confer on a
statewide basis).
Henry acknowledged that the
atmosphere was less than healthy
because of the dispute, but said
there was no other way to do it
than to make it public.
Popovich said that she is willing
to address complaints raised by the
faculty and do . something
constructive towards finding
solutions.
"We are always going to have
disagreements," she said, "but we
have to work harmoniously. We
should be able to disagree on
matters without being acrimonious
or hostile."
She said that soon after the
board denied the IFO's request for
an interim president, the
organization asked her to resign,
which she rejected.
her
Popovich • defended
retrenchment decisions as being as
objective as possible, and has tried

OUTLET STORE

--iWinona Glove Co.

the
it
cited
Foremost,
retrenchment
issue
as
one
example, listing areas of faculty
confusion over how retrenchment
decisions were actually developed.
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opinions • opinions •
The 'Greatest Con's'
cons were a con
It's been one year since con artist Frank Abagnale stole the show in
Somsen Auditorium by claiming to have posed as an airline co-pilot, a
pediatrician, an attorney and a college professor, by the age of 21.
Now, one year later, it appears that SCAC, the sponsoring
organization; the audience, who paid to see the performance; and the
students whose activity fee helped pay for the performance, are just
another victim of Abagnale's cons.

According to a report in National On-Campus Report, Abagnale has
cancelled his college lectures, saying he felt bad about discussing his
life of crime with young people.
The report says the cancellations came after William Toney,
criminology professor at Stephen F. Austin University in Texas, told a
Washington audience his research showed Abagnale hadn't done any
of the things he claimed to have done, such as impersonating a doctor
an assistant attorney general and a college professor.
Was Abagnale's "Greatest Con" worth it? I don't know because I
didn't attend, but it makes you wonder about other "cultural" events,
past, present and future, were they or are they "Great Cons" too?

Are the sponsoring organizations investigating the information fully
or are they going into projects half-blind without checking the
credibility of the project and the business offering the project.

Nursing march a success
To the Editor:

Our academic experience cannot
and should not be insulated from
I think those who participated in what is happening in the "real
the candlelight march on Nov. 22, world" of nursing. Unless changes
in support of the striking evolve, nurses will continue to do
registered nurses will agree the as they have done in the past. As
event was a success. individuals they will feel powerless
to change the present system. As a
Those nursing students who result many nurses passively leave
participated, had a valuable the profession in frustration.
opportunity to involve themselves
in the struggle nurses are having in
being recognized as professionals.
The candlelight march was a
symbolic event in support- of the
nurses. It demonstrated that, as
students, some of us are willing to
become actively involved to bring
about positive changes.

Thanks to
mime
troupe

I want to thank the members of
Winona State Quotidian mime
troupe for a most entertaining day
Nov. 28 in Lake City.
I think this group of very
talented performers deserve some
recognition for all of the time and
effort they put into their shows.
I was _ fortunate to attend the
Theater of the Arts held at the
High School in Lake City in which
the WSU Mime troupe performed.
It was outstanding and so creative.
They put on a 30 minute show
which consisted of several skits.
What amazed me the most is that
they imagine and write their own
performances.

To the Editor:
Somehow, for some time, the
Rev. Jerry Falwell, one of the stars
of the Church of the Holy Cathode
Tube and leader of the so-called
"Moral Majority," wants nothing
more than to enulate Hitler,
Torquenada and the Ayatollah
Khomieni all in one person.

I hope when they perform at
WSU that many of you will attend
and I think you will really enjoy
their talent. I sure did!

L.D.

Katrina Mouser

I suspect very much that Rev.
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To the Editor:

Maybe the Student Activity Fee Committee should look more
closely at how groups are spending their budgets, and better yet
perhaps, the Student Senate should work on allowing surplus carryovers so that the groups are not pressured into spending their money
wantonly on cheap, worthless cultural events.

w wiNONAN

Thanks to all those who
participated, your support was
appreciated. As I see it, the
Winona nurses strike is an
opportunity for nursing students
to witness the reality of nursing
today. To be involved in any way
offers an education one will find to
be very valuable after graduation.

How moral is majority

Recently, a film put out by
Norman Lear's People For The
American Way, organized to
defend first ammendment
freedoms, showed scenes of bookburning, allegedly done under the
orders from the Moral Majority.
And the same group (PFAW), I
feel, is right in informing the IRS
about Falwell's use of the Moral
Majority, a tax-exempt, not-forprofit corporation, for political
action purposes. Action is expected
soon in that one.

Is the money controlled by these campus organizations being wellspent? Or is the money just being tossed around carelessly because a
groups budget must be spent during the current year, as surplus
carry-overs in budgets not allowed.

The comradery helping organize
and then participating in the march
made me feel proud, involved,
significant, and powerful. It was a
great experience.

Falwell is carrying on his ranting
cadences about the "corruption" of
society either, a) under the
influence of alcohol and/or drugs
without anyone knowing it, or b)
based on notes taken while
listening to the shortwave services
of the Radio Moscow and Tehran
Radio. I suspect the Communist
Party may be giving the Moral
Majority moral and financial
support.

In fact, the whole thing about the
Moral Majority may be best
summed up in a bumper sticker
seen lately around town - "THE
'MORAL MAJORITY' IS
NEITHER." And that is correct:
out of our population of 232 million
or thereabouts, they have only
about 2.5 million members, or less
than 1 percent of our population.
We should fight back against the
menace of Jerry Falwell in the
model of Ayatollah Ruhollah
Khomieni. Among the ideas I have
are:

Stop watching Falwell's TV
PROGRAM, "The Old Time Gospel
Hour" and read the Sunday paper
instead.
Return all mailings from the
Thomas Road Baptist Church,
Liberty Baptist College, The Old
Time Gospel Hour, Inc. and the
Moral Majority unopened and
unread. Give no money to same.
Organize a chapter of People For
The American Way on the Winona
State campus.
Hold a debate between one of
the John Birch Society models and
one who supports the
constitutional freedoms, as stated
in the Bill of Rights.

Fellow students, we should
Fight Back Against The American
Khomieni!
Larry Ellis Reed

••
••
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Around
the World

Guest Commentary
by Carolyn M. Goetanger

by Yiso Jima
Former Secretary of State Alexander Haig called Guatemala the
biggest prize in Central America. By virtue of its size, its strategic
proximity to Mexico and its relative wealth, Guatemala can be viewed
as a great asset to Central American stability.
The problem with trying to secure this prize is that Guatemalan
governments have traditionally been among the worst abusers of
human rights in Latin America, particularly noteworthy for a region
where such violations flourish. Yet the United States is considering
the resumption of aid to the present government of General Efrain
Rios-Mott.
Though the amount proposed is relatively small, no U.S. aid should
be released until Rios-Mott stops the murderous campaign against
Guatemala's Indians by the military and the government-supported
paramilitary forces, and until he initiates legitimate political reforms,
including lifting the present "stage of siege" - martial law. The United
States can bring this kind of dramatic change by selective use of aid.
Admittedly, $250,000 is a small sum in comparison with what has
been given to Honduras and El Salvador. But the principle is
enormous: It would amount to a de facto recognition by the U.S.
government that Guatemala's human rights record has improved,
contrary to testimony of outside observers such as Amnesty
International.
In addition to the development aid that has been flowing abundantly
to most Central American countries, the House of Representative
appropriated $10 million in economic support funds for Guatemala
under the Caribbean Basin Initiative for this fiscal year. There is an
understanding between the House inter-American affairs
subcommittee and the administration that the money will not be used
for military purposes, but this cannot be guaranteed.
For next year, the administration has requested $15 million in
economic and development assistance for Guatemala and $3.4 million
for helicopter spare parts for its army, along with the $250,000
earmarked for military training.
The administration may also approve an $18 million Inter-American
Development Bank loan to Guatemala. Again, by law, the United
States cannot approve development bank loans to nations whose
governments are considered gross violators of human rights. Approval
of this loan would be another tacit acknowledgement that Guatemala
has made progress in this area.
The $18 million is part of a $170 million package that Guatemala has
requested of the bank. None of these loans can be transacted without
the approval of the United States, which provides 42 percent of the
bank's capital.
If Rios-Mott wants real support from the United States, he must
make substantive changes in his social and political policies. Assisting
Guatemala at this time would not be a judicious use of U.S. aid or
American tax dollars.

Student Senate Vice President Rita Lewis, speaking before the
State University Board Nov. 16, hit it on the head when she said, "The
problems that they have between themselves (the faculty and
administration) have indirectly had a great impact on the students of
Winona State."
She was testifying before the Board about the mounting tension
between the two factions. Tension that has found its way into the
classroom.
For example, professors spend an ever increasing amount of class
time discussing their perceptions of the administrations actions;
actions many of the more vocal faculty members are highly critical of.
A great majority of the time, these recountments are of no
immediate value to the students. Rather, they may often have just the
opposite effect; instead of stimulating interest, they succeed in
"turning students off."
Thus, don't the faculty's so-called discussions (which are most often
monologues) counter what most students perceive as a professor's
primary role — sharing insight on the subject at hand (i.e. the course
they are enrolled in.)
Perhaps the instructors feel the classroom is a public forum open to
debate of such issues. If this is the case, where are the other groups
involved? Where is the administration's views? How often are the
students exposed to its thoughts? Aren't the odds stacked in favor of
the faculty, after all, they have a captive audience, so to speak?

Who's Who
selected
at WSU
The 1983 edition of Who's Who
Among Students in American
Universities and Colleges will
carry the names of 41 students
from Winona State, who have been
selected as being among the
country's most outstanding
campus leaders.
Campus nominating committees
and editors of the annual directory
have included the names of these
students based on their academic
achievement, service to the
in
community,
leadership
activities
and
extracurricular
future potential.
They join an elite group of
students selected from more than
1300 institutions of higher learning
in all 50 states, the District of
Columbia and several foreign
nations.

Outstanding students have been
honored in the annual director
since it was first published in 1934.
Students named this year from
Winona State are:

The question at hand still remains, "What about the students?"
What does/has the constant bickering between the faculty and
administration do/done to the students?
Lewis makes an allusion to a triangle, in which the faculty and
administration make up the supporting base angles and the students
are at the top. However, according to her, "We don't have a solid line
between our administration and faculty. In fact, that line is broken,
which has eroded the base of Winona State, and has eroded the
support systems that the students at Winona State need to get a good,
quality education."
Perhaps Lewis, speaking on behalf of the students, has the most
fundamental approach to curbing the conflicts which have interrupted
our education.
"We all have to set aside our personality conflicts, our tensions, our
aggression," she said, "We have to get back to Winona State
University. We have to get back to the road of recovery. We have to
get back to our major goal — our goal of providing a quality education
for Winona State students."

Cosmetology Clinic
New Hours For Busy College Students

Precision Cutting
Body Waves
Coloring, Streaking & Henna
Prescription Permanents
Facial & Skin Care Treatments
Facial Hair Removal
Manicures & Pedicures
Hair Analysis

Winona Area Technical Institute
1250 Homer Road, Winona, MN
ALL WORK PERFORMED BY STUDENTS IN TRAINING UNDER
SUPERVISION OF LICENSED INSTRUCTORS
QUALITY WORK AT NOMINAL COST
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Open Monday thru Friday
Hours: 9:00 a.m.-8:30 p.m.
Phone 454-4646

Elizabeth Jean Anderl, New
Ulm; Dale Robert Armbruster,
Hudson, Wis.; Elizabeth Anne
Arnold, Fountain; Carrie Elaine
Atneosen, Bloomington; Jeffrey
Alan Baker, Davenport; Ellen
Yvonne Blomlie, Chippewa Falls,
Wis.; John Douglas Blondell, Lake
City; Allanna Charlene Davenport,
Winona; Keith Leslie DeRaad,
Clarks Grove; Wendy Annette
Donley, Minnetonka; Amy Teresa
Doyle, Waconia; Carrie J. Fiedler,
Green Bay; Christine Marie
Fischer, Oshkosh; Nancy Marie
Green, Downers, Grove, Ill.;
Bradley John Hagen, Ellendale;
Cynthia Marie Hamel, Kohler,
Wis.; Susan Marie Holter, Ettrick,
Wis.; Gary Dean Houdek, Cottage
Grove; Reginald James Johnson.
Highland Park, Ill.; Lori Ann Keil,
Eau Claire.
Sharon
Marie
Klassen,
Owatonna; Joan Marie Kulla,
Blaine; Rita Mae Lewis, Sherman,
S. Dak.; Jeffrey Thomas Malarski,
Chicago, Ill.; Mary Diane
McMahon, St. Louis Park;
Kimberly Ann Meyer, Eitzen;
Judith Marie Moore, Anoka; Paul
Stephen Motin, Des Plaines, Ill.;
Susan Kathleen Mulvaney, New
Brighton; Marilyn Kaye Nelson,
Chatfield; Joyce Marie Renslo,
Caledonia; Maureen Jean Rohr,
Cannon Falls; Robin Lynn Schultz,
Wauwatosa, Wis.; Cathy
Schumann, Lyndon Station, Wis.;
Trudy Colleen Solberg, Hartland;
Theresa Strezishar, Babbitt; Mary
Kay Katherine Talcott, Dodge
Center; Tammy Ann Tippery,
Prairie Du Chien; Kristine Welsh,
Dodge Center; Mary Elizabeth
Wistrcill, Austin; Gloria Marlene
Peters, Marshall.
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WSU works around strike
by Leigh Davis

15th Anniversary
Special
Hamburgers

3 for $1.00
Cheeseburgers 450
Fries 300
Fish n Chips

$1.29

With the Community Memorial
registered nurses strike well into
its 29 day and negotiations not
resuming until Friday, Winona
State nursing students are taking
to the road to complete their
clinical requirements.
Rosemary
to
According
Langston, dean of Nursing, WSU
senior nursing students are
receiving their clinical experience
in surgical at St. Francis, LaCrosse;
medical at St. Elizabeth's,
Wabasha; and obstetrics and
pediatrics at Rochester Methodist.
The faculty have made arrangements as to when and where the
clinics will be held but, the
students are still responsible for
their own transportation, says
Langston.

nursing
senior
the
"In
restoration course incompletes
were given," she said. "The
students choose to make it up (the
clinical) this quarter."

Junior
nursing
students
completed all fall quarter
requirements, said the dean.
"Their clinical experiences do not
start until January, and if at that
time the strike is still in progress,
they may receive the clinical
experience at St. Anne's Hospice
and Whitewater Manor Nursing
Home (St. Charles) in lieu of the
Rehabilitation Unit at Winona
Community Memorial Hospital."

According to Langston, the
students will continue clinicals at
the "new" facilities until the strike
ends.

The last negotiations session
was held Dec. 1 when striking
nurses and hospital administrators
failed to reach an agreement on
wage and other benefits during the
11 hour meeting.

The nurses are currently
requesting a two-year salary
increase of approximately 18
percent while the hospital
administrators last offer was
between 14.4 and.15.3 percent.

Other areas of disagreement,
between the two sides are off-shift
pay differentials, assistant head
nurse pay, on-call pay, holiday and
vacation benefits and dental
insurance. "It's a difficult
situation," she said. "I just hope
both sides continue to resolve."

Housing aims for quality R.A.s
* ** ************************
Guy's

Lee Riders

$18.00

Gal's Jrs.

Lee Riders

$22.00

HOURS:
9:30-8:30 Mon., Wed., Fri.
9:30.5:00 Tues., Thurs., Sat.
12.4 Sunday
Starting Dec. 13
Open Every Week Night
Til 8:30

Next to Ted Maier Drug-454-6061

******************************0

-

BIKES LIMITED
166 Walnut St.

452-4228

Your

CROSS COUNTRY SKIING
Headquarters

by Greg Abbott
R.A. applications for the 19831984 school year are now available
at the Housing Office, 132 Kryzsko
Commons.
The Housing staff, in order to
get quality R.A.'s, has made their
selection process more thorough.
All candidates must now have a
cumulative grade point average
of 2.25, must have lived in a
residence hall for at least two
quarters and must read the WSU
Resident Assistant Employment
Agreement.
The grade point average
requirement was raised to insure
that the student will be able to
handle the position without having
classwork suffer. The requirement
of living in a dorm for two quarters
was made to insure that the R.A.
could gain an understanding of
dorm life while living there, so s/he
can become better at helping
residents when problems arise.

Epoke 600
Racing Packages

$ 89 95

$ 174 95

Spova Polypropylene
Super Underwear

Full line of
Waxes and Accessories
by Swix and Edsbyn

For All
Outdoor Activities

WE RENT CROSS COUNTRY SKIS

the seminar, one-on-one interviews
will take place between the
candidate and an R.A.

"The contract will specify all
responsibilities of an R.A. and all
benefits given to an R.A., so each
candidate will know what to
expect," said Morey-Shepard Dorm
Director Doug Van Antwerp, a
member of the selection
committee.

People on the candidate's floor
will then be asked to evaluate the
person. The candidate will then
have group interviews with a
selection committee.

Candidate applications now
contain essays about the
candidate's perspective of an R.A.
poisition and all qualities which
would qualify them for the job.
Another extra is a programming
exercise which will be used to test
the candidates' creativity and give
them the experience of planning a
floor activity.
The next step is to attend an
information seminar to meet with
other candidates and R.A.'s after

Van Antwerp feels very
confident about the new selection
process and will be looking for
creative people who have concern
for others and enthusiasm for the
job.
Final selections for next year will
be made before winter quarter
finals. All application packets must
be submitted to the Housing Office
by Jan. 7, 1983.

For further information, contact
Van Antwerp at the MoreyShepard Office, 457-2165.

Campus Shorts
Lutheran Campus Center
The Lutheran Campus Center
will hold a semi-formal Christmas
ball Dec. 10 at the Smog, Kryzsko
Commons. The ball will be
preceded by pre-dance punch at the
L.C.C.
Tickets are available for $2.50 at
the L.C.C., Newman Center and
United Campus Ministry, or at the
door for $3.

Complete Packages
As Low As

Assistant
The
Resident
Employment Agreement will be
given to all candidates as a
contract.

A candlelight Christmas Service
will be held Dec. 12 at 9 p.m. at the
Central Lutheran Church.
Presidental Search
Applications for student position
on the presidential search
committee are now available at the
Student Senate office. They must
be turned in by Dec. 15.
Internship
College credit and $600 available
through an intership to student
interested in creative writing and

with
some
literature.

background

in

Duties will entail helping with
arrangem ants and publicity for a
writer's conference at WSU for
summer, 1983. Must be available
from Dec., 1982 through Aug. 5,
1983. See Emilio DeGrazia or Orval
Lund in the English Dept.
Satori
Satori, the student literary and
art magazine, is seeking students
interested in creative writing,
photography, and art to work on
staff for the spring 1983 edition.
Contact Orval Lund, 319 Minne.
Choir Dinners
The WSU Concert Choir is
planning holiday dinners for Dec.
11 and 12, to raise money for their
European tour. The cost of the
dinner and an evening of
entertainment is $12.50 per ticket.
Tickets are available at the Music
department office, PAC.

Workshop
How to have a more relaxed,
peaceful holiday season will be the
subject of a workshop sponsored
by Saint Mary's College Health
Service Dec. 9. The 7 to 9:30 p.m.
meeting on "Managing Holiday
Stress" will be held in the college
center President's Room.
Cost of the workshop is $7 and
the public is invited to register.
Leader will be Lynne Holman,
health consultant, who has given
presentations in the Winona area
on stress management and
preventive health.
To register, call 452-4430, ext.
1467.
Palestinian Speaker
Hassan Abdul Rahman, director
of the Palestinian Research Center
in Washington, D.C., will speak
about "The Palestinian Struggle,"
Dec. 9 in the Recital Hall, PAC.
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Lennon fans still can't 'let it go'
by Jim Riccioli

WIZM-FM in LaCrosse will also
broadcast a Lennon special tonight
Two years after his death, from 8-10 p.m., and it will include
people still find it hard to totally music and interviews.
accept the death of John Lennon.
In
Rochester,
KWEB
While some don't feel touched by broadcasted interviews of Paul
the Beatles or by Lennon's solo McCartney, George Harrison, and
career (a limited number Ringo Starr, along with words and
considering the scope of the music of John Lennon himself, in a
group's popularity in the 1960's 2-4 p.m. special last Sunday.
and after their break-up in the KROC-FM decided not to broadcast
following decade), they will be any special this year as they did
reminded once again of the violent the past two years. They will play
death. music of Lennon on an unofficial
basis, however, throughout the
It was on December 8, 1980, that day.
the former Beatle was shot and
A major reason why fans of
killed outside of his New York
home by a crazed gunman who at Lennon have not been able to "let
it go," as the lyrics form "Watching
one time idolized Lennon.
the Wheels" read, is because he
This year as well as last year, was murdered at the time of an
events are scheduled throughout upswing in his musical career.
the day which commemorate his
As the re-released songs on The
death.
John Lennon Collection show, he
Locally, KQAL will broadcast had always had the talent and
the latest album put out by Geffen capability to write and perform hit
Records (Lennon's last label on pop-rock songs.
which Double Fantasy appeared).
Yet, his other hit singles were
The album, The John Lennon
surrounded
by
Collection, consists of his greatest generally
which
followed
hits of the solo years and six of the controversies
seven songs he wrote for Double Lennon throughout the '70's.
Fantasy.
Many of his songs showed a

desire to do what he couldn't do as
a Beatle — namely, politicalnatured songs which reflected
causes that he felt compelled to
support.
five-year
before
his
Just
retirement began, Lennon
displayed a degree of confusion on
two albums (Mind Games and
Walls and Bridges). As reviewers
Roy Carr and Tony Tyler stated in
their book, "The Beatles, An
Illustrated Record," Lennon had no
concept in mind when he made
those albums.
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Lennon admitted in a later
interview that he was undergoing
some personal problems during the
time period which forced him to
withdraw from music for awhile.
When he returned with Double
Fantasy in 1980, the most obvious
changes that were instantly
notable were that he seemed at
ease with himself in interviews,
and that his songs were sweet —
sweeter than they had been
anytime in his musical career.
While it's true to an extent
that his singles from Double
Fantasy did well in the charts due
to his death, one could hear the
song writing quality of a very
talented man who finally put

The photo above from the album cover of The John Lennon Collection
was taken just a few hours before Lennon was killed outside his
Dakota apartment in New York. Taken by Rolling Stone photographer
Annie Liebovitz, it was one of the last photos taken of Lennon.
together his musical resources do in the new decade. Now, people
without the ghosts of the past.
can only continue to guess, and
they'll • probably wonder for the
Some were just waiting to see rest of their lives.
what the new John Lennon would

First Blood overpacked with punch, stab, shoot
by Jeff Walker
First Blood is an action-packed
movie. Lots of people get punched
out. Lots of stuff gets shot to
smithereens. And lots of
explosives and buildings and
things get "blowed-up real good."
Some of the punching-out and
chasing-after and shooting-down is
interesting. Exciting even. But
after thirty minutes or so, director
Ted Kotcheff's philosophical
premise becomes all too clear: if
something moves, shoot it (or
punch it or stab it, etc.); if
something doesn't move, burn it (or
blow it up, etc.).
Such a simple-minded approach
makes much of First Blood boring
and stale. Silly even.
stale
characters are
The
stereotypes. John Rambo
(Sylvester Stallone) is a former
Great Beret and Congressional
Medal of Honor winner who suffers
from a bad case of post-Vietnamtraumatic-stress-syndrome-blues.
During moments of stress he
experiences ugly flashbacks (same
problem Clint Eastwood had in
Firefox). Rambo further adheres to
the stereotype by not being able to
hold a job, rambling about the
countryside and going berserk
when stressful flashbacks get too
intense.

Sheriff Will Teasle (Brian
Dennehy) is the stereotypical, potbellied, bigoted, small town sheriff
who teases Rambo into an orgy of
violence.
Teasle doesn't want any longhaired, stinking drifters like
Rambo in his town, which is
ironically named Hope. He arrests
Rambo, making a big deal about
how bad Rambo is supposed to
stink.
The stereotypically sadistic
deputies then proceed to amuse
themselves by abusing Rambo,
who is also having a bad time with
some very nasty, ugly, vivid
memories of being tortured in
Vietnam.
Editing at this point is very
good. Tension mounts. But for
Rambo, patience is stale, and he is
weary of it. He goes berserk and
beats the keepers of the cell. To be
honest, it felt good — damn good
— to watch Rambo pound the puke
out of the guards.
Unfortunately, the remaining
hour and a quarter is more of the
same: Rambo being bothered by
cops and dogs and military
personnel; Rambo trying to stop
people and dogs from bothering
him by hurting them real bad;
Rambo crashing cars and trucks
and blowing things up just to show
he is really angry.

Movie Review
Some of the hitting and hurting
and fast driving is interesting
because of the generally high level
of technical skill involved in
creating all this action.
Good stunt work and unusual
camera angles make the chase
scenes above average.
wide-screen Likewise,
a
Panavision image renders some of
the gigantic fireballs rather pretty.
Stereo sound and filming on
location in the wilderness of British
Columbia enhance the sense of
realism, especially in a tense, cliffhanger (literal) scene.
(again),
Unfortunately
cinematographer Andrew Laszlo is
guilty of the same blunder which
Southern
he committed in
Comfort. He seems obsessed with
slow motion — motorcycles,
trucks, bodies hurtling through
space in slo-mo. It does not work.
A truck flying over a police
barricade in slo-mo elicited
sarcastic "000hs" and "aahhs" from
the audience.
Even worse, Laszlo gives us lots
of glass breaking and tinkling down
to the ground in slow motion.
Boring.

But the dialogue raises (or
lowers) First Blood from boring to
downright silly. Sheriff Teasle, the
macho-man that he is, vows to "pin
the Congressional Medal of Honor
to his [Rambo's] liver."

ammunition strapped across his
chest and, due to the considerable
length and weight of the M-60,
finds it necessary to fire the
weapon straight from the groin.
(Hello Dr. Freud.) -

Colonel Trautman (Richard
Crenna), who trained Rambo, and
who appears as suddenly as deus
ex machine, proclaims, "God didn't
make Rambo. I did."

Johnny Rambo gets more killing
potential with a bigger gun, but the
movie is not more entertaining or
informative as a result. And so it
goes with other details in the
movie.

Later, after another surprise
appearance, Trautman and Teasle
exchange hackneyed dialogue:
"You're gonna die Teasle." Teasle's
response: "Everybody dies."
If you think the dialogue is
cliche, consider the script. (Stallone
gets one of the three screenplays
credits.) One of the cops tracking
Rambo gets himself impaled on a
"booby-trapped" tree branch,
which Rambo somehow had time to
prepare.
We have seen this flying wall of
spikes before, in movies such as
Papillion, The Green Berets, and
Southern Comfort. The wall of
spikes seems to be' e cliche of
"macho" movies.
The script also has Rambo trade
his razor sharp knife with the foot
long blade for an M-16 rifle. Then
he trades the M-16 for an M-60
machine gun.
He

runs

around

Hope,

Rambo, for example, battles rats
in a cave. But in David Morrell's
novel, First Blood, Rambo battles
bats in a cave. (I have a strong
suspicion that rats were used
instead of bats simply because a
Rat Wrangler, but not a Bat
Handler, was available.)
In the final analysis, First Blood
is knocked out by its own excesses
— too much action for action's
sake, too much slow motion to
romanticize the action and a
"macho" script with "macho"
dialogue that only informs us of
something we already knew: The
Vietnam War ruined minds, as well
as bodies.
Watching First Blood is like
watching two classy, professional
boxers pound each other silly —
one wishes, desperately, that there
was some bleedin' point to the
bleedin' thing.
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I Would You Pay Six to Eight Dollars
Extra To Have Someone Wash
Your Hair?
If you knew the facts, your answer could be no.

Do you know the difference between a regular hair cut and a style cut? If you do,
you're one of the few.
A regular hair cut consists of completely wetting the hair, cutting and drying to a
desired style.
A style cut consists of washing, conditioning, cutting and drying to a desired style.
So you see, the only difference between the two is washing and conditioning, a little
extra time and a lot more money.
If the shop you're going to does not completely wet your hair or cuts your hair in
fifteen minutes or less when you ask for a trim, maybe they're telling you that they
want you to spend a lot more money for the same thing.
Worse yet are the shops that give you a full style when all you asked for was a trim
and then give you a thirteen to fifteen dollar bill.
Once your hair has been styled, a regular hair cut or trim should be sufficient until
you plan to change your hair style completely. Even then a regular cut will usually due.
Hair should be freshly washed before a cut, but that you can do at home. So if you
have been programmed to believe that you should have a complete style everytime you
get your hair cut, forget it because it is not true.
This article has been written and approved by the staff and management of
Gentlemen's Quarters Hairstyling.

$1.00 off

Good for
your next haircut
when used before 12 noon
Monday thru Friday. (Reg. price 88.00)

Gentiemefilo, Quaidea
Westgate Shopping Center
(Near Randall's)
454.1580

Speaker highlights Int'l Week
by Yisa Jinadu

A speech, "The Palestinian
Struggle," by the director of the
Palestinian Liberation Organization
information office in Washington,
D.C., will highlight this year's International Week Dec. 7-9 sponsored
by the Winona State International
Club.

79 E. 2nd
1 1/2 blocks
East of Theatre

The purpose of international
week is to provide opportunities
for students and the community to
learn and experience more about
other cultures.
"This is a way to show our

Hassan Abdul Rahman will
speak at 7 p.m. on Thursday about
the historical and contemporary
factors affecting the Palestinian
desire and struggle for homeland.
The lecture will be held in the
Recital Hall of the Performing
Arts Center, and is sponsored in
collaboration with the Student
Cultural Activity Committee.

A variety of other activities are
planned to stimulate the mind and
the body. An International Bazaar,
featuring a roomful of handcrafted
items from different parts of the
world, will be open from 9:30 a.m.
■11111=111. to 4 p.m. in Conference Room 6,
0 Kryzsko Commons.

STUDENTS CHECK US OUT!

prepared and served by the dining
service tonight in the West
Cafeteria.

cultural heritage and to. provide a
platform for interaction between
American students and foreign
students on campus," said Asmer
Naim, president of the
International Club, "which we
hope will bring new awareness and
promote friendship. All the events,
with the exception of tonight's
international meal, are free and
open to the public."

High frequency
A schedule of programming on KQAL

Wednesday

7 p.m.

Classic Album Review

Thursday

11 a.m.

Coffee, Toast and Jazz

7 p.m.

Acetate Review

The John Lennon Collection
Al Di Meola "live" Tour de Force
The Henry Paul Band Henry Paul

an
also
be
There
will
International Teahouse and
Bakery, which will feature foods
and sweets from Africa, Middle
East and other countries, will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. in
Conference Room 5, Kryzsko
Commons.

454-7772

Friday

7 p.m.

Saturday

7 p.m.

Special lit
Bob Marley and the Wailers
Revolution Rock

Monday

7 p.m.

Tracking Force

Tuesday

2 p.m.

Country Funkin'

Psychedelic Furs Forever Now
Supertramp Famous Last Words
Jerry Reed The Bird

An international meal will be

....1 011itNtktlkktNCACtktfilfitfitktlNhfitkU
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I'll be home for Christmas...

00..

Our party room is available on request at a
reasonable rate. so get acquainted...
bring in this coupon.

00...

41P
•....

You've changed since you've been away, and
you want to make sure you look your very
L est when you hit the city sidewalks of your
home town.

00...
•••••

GOOD FOR 1/2 PRICE
ON YOUR SECOND DRINK

00..

Whether it's anew hair style, perm,
facial, or makeup consultation, the
experts at

4PfirlfT$-9

00..

will make
•0..

•••••

you confident that your old friends at
home will think you've changed...
for the better.

00..

....
•
•••..
•••••

000.
00..

•
00..
00..
• 0..
00..
110.

411,

411
4ek
• •••.

•••••

"One block east of Main between 8th and 9th"
Winona's First Color Film Developing Lab
• In By 9 AM Ready 5 PM Next Day •
Kodacolor II Film
Color Reprints
110, 126, And 135 Size
Standard Size

00*.

4111fr
•0..

411,
.

PROMPT SERVICE ALL OTHER
FILMS AND ENLARGEMENTS
MON THRU FRI 8:00 AM-5:30 PM

SAT 9:00 AM-3:00 PM

Super Fast Service On
Developing Only [C41 Process]

452-1058

00 0 .

00. .

•••

Most of all...
We Wish You a
Warm and
Happy Holiday!
You are invited to
join us for
Christmas cheer,
Champagne and
Good Company.

•••••
• ••..

•••..
Hours:
Mon. Fri. 10.8 PM
Sat. 9-4 PM

84 PLAZA SQUARE

•••..
4:1
••••.
•

: • - • .
likeitilightiNtiktiNtiiitifittikiNttikiktiAtikikt*ACC*
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Film. Preview

BRING YOUR BIKE IN FOR THE WINTER

It'll be Dickens,

Voicewriter

but not Scrooge
for X-mas

By Paul Burmeister

Safe, secure, indoor storage spaces now available!!
— $6 for three months —

United Bike Storage

AN
YOU
CAN'T

by Peter Joria
This is the first chance I've had to tell you.

The Film Society will not be
showing a Christmas movie per se

Nov. 12
I've been thinking a lot lately about what I'm doing, you know,
writing this column. Am I talking to you, are you listening, or am I
serving you or myself or writing about stuff that doesn't matter?
Nothing matters right now, at 11:45 p.m. I mean, my fingers keep
missing the right keys.
I mean, I saw the No Nukes movie tonight, you know with
Springsteen and Taylor and CSN and of course Jackson Browne and IT
DOESN'T MATTER.
Where were all you clowns? At the CSN concert? At the MQ or
some place equally tragic? Wherever you were, you weren't where I
was, and you lost out. Big.
I mean, I was standing down by the river — in city limits — with a
tape recorder. This tape recorder handles Rypdal or Towner or
anybody's idea of great music. But that silly box didn't and couldn't
handle one whistling swan.

this year, in the belief that the
best/most popular ones will
probably be repeated on television.
Instead, Charles Dickens (who
evokes for many the spirit of
Christmas) will be featured in his
work Great Expectations. The
movie will be shown Dec. 11.
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FEED THE MOB . . . FOR $9.99!
Drop what you're doing, pick up this
coupon and head for a thick, rich Godfather's
Pizza. Classy crust, sassy sauce and 'giant
portions of meats and vegetables, smothered
in a mountain of real mozzarella and baked
to perfection.
There's nobody's pizza like Godfather's
Pizza, but hurry! This special offer ends soon.

David Lean directed the

definitive 1946 version, bringing all
the sweep and flourish of Dickens'
story to the screen. (Two years
later, he was to repeat this success
by adapting Dickens' (Oliver
Twist.) A fine British cast,
including John Mills (as the mature
"Pip"), Jean Simmons and Alec
Guinness completes this wellcrafted production.

And there were hundreds of them. Hundreds of unearthly white
forms in city limits, in the dark, in the blowing snow, on the water
and in the air and making music like you wouldn't believe — unless you
were there.
And I was there, and can still hear them now, through two storm
windows and above this ancient typewriter.
I have spent so much time listening to garbage that remains garbage
and to half-way decent stuff that's now garbage and to the best stuff
that's now little more than garbage. I mean, those swans...
I could go on and on, with more of the same. But it's like the
explanation of a joke is never funny.
And I was gonna write and tell you to enjoy winter and to throw
your speakers in the snow and get out and find the swans and things
even more rash, but. But, get yourself some good Christmas music and
listen to it, and then throw your speakers into the snow and find the
swans and enjoy winter and do things even more rash.

457-2836

sw■•■■ •■■•••■■•■••■ •%•••••■■••••••• ■■■•■■•■ •••••• ■•■■••■W

66 Center St. • Winona

454-4414

r-- SAVE

$2 00P`us --1

FEED THE MOB . . . FOR $9.99!
Save Over Two Bucks!

Film Society movies are shown
Saturdays at 7:30 p.m. in 120
Pasteur. In an effort to become
more self-supporting, admission
has been raised to $1 for the public,
50C for WSU students and faculty.

Now, when you bring the gang to Godfather's, bring this
coupon. We 11 give you a large pizza of your choice (two
toppings plus gobs of our real mozzarella), a towering pitct er of
pop, and a family basket of toasted cheese bread. All for ulder
ten bucks! But hurry, we can't afford to run this offer forever!

Godfathert Pizza

TM

Coupon good Monday thru Thursday

• • • ■ • • • % ■ • '% • • 1%,

■ • • • %. %I. • ■•■■ ■ • % • • • • ■ •
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NOW OPEN

• 9
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RECORDS • TAPES • VIDEO

BOB'S

MUSIC
CENTER

103 PLAZA E.

BILLIARDS

*15 CHAMPIONSHIP TABLES
Pocket

—

Carom

—

O

Snooker

*FULLY CARPETED, CLEAN, WELL LIT

O

A

*BEER, SODA, SANDWICHES

RI

P

*CUSTOM CU ES FOR SALE

1
1
1
1
1
1

*LEAGUES BEING FORMED
*ELECTRONIC GAMES

1
1

*OPEN DAILY
9 A.M. - 1 A.M.

ALL DISCOUNT & USED LP'S

40% OFF

123 Johnson Street, Winona, MN.
(Commercial Court — Lower Level)

1

454-5815

Bob Ries, Prop,

Wed.•Sat. Dec. 8.11

O

rimmommmilmnommoliii
INTRODUCTORY OFFER
Ili
I
1

ii
.
,
6
°I FOR NO MATTER HOW LONG YOU PLAY aiir
Ell
1
,

1/2 PRICE WITH THIS COUPON

Good Thru Dec. 22, 1982

Ili

AAII
II
',,Q,1111
41.11
QAMI
QQ1111
Q,51.1
„, 11PM00Qrar ,,,-7-0Q ,111

1

COUPON
1
Rent any 3 single 1ps I
for $5.00 + Dep.
1
With Coupo n
1°2-1.11113-8o2 n

COUPON
20% Off
All Blank Tapes
With Coupon
Expires
12-11-82
E

HOURS: Mon.-Sat. 10-5
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sports
Warriors keep home streak alive
by Mark Didtler
The Winona State men's
basketball team kept its 1982 home
record unblemished as it handed
St. Scholastica a 62-49 setback
Saturday night at McCown
Gymnasium.
The Warriors, 3-2 on the season,
used a ball control type offense to
thwart a run-and-gun • St.
Scholastica team.
The Warriors dictated the
tempo to the first half even though
they hit on only 10 of 38 shots from
the field for a meager 26 percent.
The Saints were unable to
overcome the Warriors' poor
shooting as they also had trouble
finding the hoop. Only nine of St.
Scholastica's 28 attempts found
their way through the net.
The Saints also had trouble
controlling the ball as they
committed 12 turnovers in the first
half.
The visiting Saints jumped out
to an early 6-2 lead only to have the
Warriors rebound with a 12-2
scoring spree which gave them a1410 advantage midway through the
opening half.
the
Poock spurred
Kyle
comeback with a jumper from the
corner to cut the lead to 6-4 at the
13:14 mark. Dave Woggon then
sunk two shots from the charity
line with 12:21 remaining in the
first half to give the Warriors the
lead for good at 8-6.
Winona State continued to play

cautiously in the opening minutes
of the second half as they refused
to get into a running game with the
Saints.
But the Saint's Steve Soenneker,
a 6-foot-5 forward, connected on
three straight shots to bring his
team within three at 32-29.
The Warriors then turned the
tables by forcing the Saint's to
abandon their zone defense in
favor of a man-to-man. This
enabled the Warriors to out
rebound the Saints in the second
half by a 20-9 margin.
"We're able to control things a
little better this year," said
Warrior coach Jerry Nauman.
The Warriors did indeed control
things as they patiently worked
the ball around the perimeter of
the zone. This patience paid off as
St. Scholastica was forced to pull
out of the zone with 13:30
remaining.
The Warriors then cracked the
Saint's man-to-man defense with
easy layups that were a direct
result of set plays.
"Once we pulled them into a
man-to-man the baskets started to
fall," said Nauman.
Following the Saint's spurt, the
Warriors moved out to a 13-point
lead with 6:46 to play. Poock led
the WSU surge with six of his 16
points.
The Warriors then held off a late
comeback attempt by connecting
on their free throws. The Warriors
won the free throw line battle for
-

the game by hitting on 14 of 23
attempts while St. Scholastica
could manage only five of 16.
"We were able to make free
throws toward the end when we
had to have them," said Nauman.
The Warriors sealed the game in
the waining minutes by nailing six
of seven attempts from the foul
line.
Poock led the Warriors with 16
points while 6-foot-7 Phil Kamrath
chipped in with 12 points and
pulled down 14 rebounds.
The Warriors continue their
home stand Thursday night
against Mount Senario in a nonconference contest.
Winona State (62) Poock 5 6-7 16,
Kamrath 5 2-3 12, Woggon 2 5-6 9,
Wagner 4 0-1 8, Larson 2 1-5 5,
Barker 2 0-0 4, Boucher 2 0-0 4,
Martin 1 0-0 2, Sir 1 0-0 2, Schreiner
0 0-0 0. Totals: 24 14-23 62.
St. Scholastica (49) Mesker 8 2-4
18, Soenneker 7 1-5 15, Aubrey 5 03 10, Nogren 1 0-0 2, Nordvall 1 0-0
2, Klossner 0 1-2 1, Wedige 0 1-2 1,
Benning 0 0-0 0, Contreras 0 0-0 0,
Johnson 0 0-0 0, Hartz 0 0-0 0.
Totals: 22 5-16 49.
Scoring by halves: Winona State
26 36-62, St. Scholastica 18 31-49.
Total Fouls: WSU 18; St.
Scholastica 23; Fouled out: None.

The Warriors Phil Kamrath (52) is uncontested as he puts in two of his
12 points against St. Scholastica. Kevin Wagner (22) is ready if the ball
decides not to cooperate with Kamrath.

Gymnasts capture Alumni meet
by Jeff Brown
The Winona State gymnastic's
team opened their 1982 campaign
with a meet against some of their
former teammates as well as
members of previous teams.
The Warriors amassed 124
points in the annual Alumni meet
while the Alumni team totaled 114
points.
The Warriors, who are currently
rated second in the NAIA national
rankings behind Shreveport, La.,
were generally inconsistent
according to Coach Steve Juaire.
"We need to develop cohesiveness as a team. As of yet we
haven't done that."
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That Warriors did get strong
performances from All-American
Silvia Ponce on the beam and
uneven bars as well as a strong
vault from sophomore Tracey
Harvey.
The Alumni team won the vault
and "looked good" according to
Juaire.

,0000.47

Warrior gymnast, DeeAnn Lobmeyer, finishes her floor exercise
routine at the annual Alumni meet.

The Alumni team was composed
of Monica Speltz and Deb Harkness
from the 1974 team; the first team
Juaire coached at WSU. Other

team members were Mona Miller
and Kathy Juaire from the 1979
team, Jill Peterson, Carole
Granning, Kasey Carlstrom and
Kelly Norton from last year's
squad.
According to Juaire, Speltz and
Harkness were the most
impressive considering that they
have been out of gymnastics for
eight years. "Kasey also shined on
the floor exercise as usual," said
Juaire.
Spotters were present during
the Alumni team's entire routine
for safety reasons according to
Juaire. Despite this, he said he was
impressed with the team because
they had only practiced a couple of
days before the meet.
"It was a positive situation," said
Juaire.

Juaire added that his current
squad has the physical qualities for
excellent routines but the mental
aspect is still missing.
"We've been lacking a little in
practice. It becomes a contagious
thing that hurts motivation. You
have to do it in the gym before you
can do it in a meet."
Because the current team is a
very young squad, there is no
established leader according to
Juaire. One potential leader, AllAmerican Jean Schular, was
performing at 75-80 percent
because of an ankle injury she
sustained in practice.
Juaire expects Schular to be at
full strength when the Warriors
travel to UW-LaCrosse Dec. 9 for
their next meet.

Warrior women win
'
Platteville tourney
by Jeff Brown
Height. That was the biggest
obstacle that the Winona State
women's basketball team faced
when they traveled to Platteville,

Wis. for the UW-Platteville
tournament Dec. 3-4.
The opening round of the
Continued on Page 11
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Women's B'ball

SEMCAC FAMILY PLANNING

Continued from Page 10

A confidential, non-judgemental clinic for family
planning and sexually transmitted diseases. For
appointment phone 452-4307 weekdays 8:30 to
5:00.

tournament pitted Winona State
against a UW-Oshkosh team that
stood 6-foot-3, 6-foot-1, 6-foot-1
across the front line. The guards
for Oshkosh were not much smaller
at 6-foot and 5-foot-8.

64 1/2 W. 5th

"They were huge," said Warrior
coach Betty Kelley. But the
Warriors managed to topple UWOshkosh 64-63 in overtime and
earn a spot in the championship
game against Wartburg College.

Sporty Gifts for the WHOLE FAMILY!
DAD

But the championship game was
' "anti-climatic" after the win over
Oshkosh according to Kelley. The
Warriors fell behind Oshkosh by as
many as 10 points in the first half.
A big reason for the Oshkosh lead
was 6-foot-3 Kathy Tryon. Tryon
scored 14 of her 19 points in the
first half.

Get back into, but not take
control. The second half was neckand-neck to the final buzzer — and
beyond.

MOM

Nike Shoes
Custom Pool Cue
Athletic Bags
Nylon Sport Wallets
Timberland Boat shoes

Winona State used a balanced
offensive attack in the championship game and posted a 53-44
victory.

Warm-up Suit
Saucony Shoes
Gift Certificates
Tennis Rackets
Runners Watch

BROTHER

SISTER

Hockey Stick
Jersey (Favorite Team)
Quilted Winona Jacket
Basketball
Racquetball Racquet

Backpack (Book)
Volleyball .
Quilted Cotter Jacket
Warm-up Suit
Swimsuit

Gift Certificates - Free Gift Wrap
ST EVE A PP S

The Warriors did manage to
stop Tryon in the second half by
switching from a 2-3 zone to a manto-man defense. With the increased
defensive pressure the Warriors
were able to shut down Oshkosh
and get back into the game.

452-4307

CHRISTMAS
HOURS
Mon., Wed., Fri.
9-9
Tues., Thurs.
9-5:30
Sat.

The Warrior's Lief Nelson, a 6-foot, 170-pound junior wide receiver from
Stewartville, was recently selected to the All-District 13 team. Nelson,
who was earlier named as an All-NIC Conference performer, was one of
two underclassmen named to the 26-member team.

•

SPORTS/
217 E. 3rd

9-5

Sun. 12-5
. ciyai
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•

1,

454-4980
`Happy'
`Holidays

`TWAY
'Holidays

The Warrior's Bernie Roskop
pulled down an offensive rebound
and tossed up a shot as time ran
out in regulation. The ball bounced
around the rim and finally fell
through after the buzzer sounded
knotting the game at 56-56.
The lead bounced back and forth
in overtime with Oshkosh
connecting from the foul line as the
Warriors were whistled for 22
fouls in the game.
But with 17 seconds remaining in
the extra stanza, the Warrior's
Kris Kruse canned a jump shot for
a 64-63 victory and a berth in the
championship game.
"It was our best game of the
season and the best game we've
played in the year and a half that
I've been here," said Kelley.
The Warriors defeated Luther
College at Decorah, Iowa earlier in
the week by a score of 62-51. The
team is currently riding a three
game winning streak and will put
this on the line when they face
Augsburg College at home this
evening. Tip-off is at 7 p.m.
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Dec. 15.

There will be a captain's meeting
Dec. 15 for both sports. Play is
scheduled to begin Jan. 3.
Plans are underway for men's
and women's broomball
tournaments.
Applications will be available
after Christmas break.
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I. M. Shorts
Applications are now available
on the Intramural Board in
Memorial Hall for CO-REC Volleyball and CO-REC Broomball. The
deadline for entries is Wednesday,
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AT THE BOOKSTORE

.

GOING HOME -THANK YOU
CHRISTMAS SPECIALS

Clothing
Blankets
Records & Toys
U-Create Posters
Screen Printing Kits
Towels
Pen & Pencil Sets
Calculators
Watches & Clocks
Radios
Tape Recorders
Book Bags
1983 Calendars
All Posters
Pillow Pets & Puppets
Planning Books

Pop
Health & Beauty Aids
College Mugs
Kodak Film
Jogger Suits
Christmas Cards

203/4 off
203/4 off
201/4 off
20% off

